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Abstract

This study is part of a collective research on the historical morphology of Romanian, conducted at the Institute of Linguistics of the Romanian Academy in Bucharest. This analysis approaches in detail a specific issue in the diachrony of noun quantifiers, more precisely, the tendency towards internal fusion which compound ordinal numerals showed in old Romanian (the 16th to 18th centuries). The tendency towards formal unity determined certain changes in the morphology and syntax of numerals. Thus, the aim of this analysis is to highlight and explain the morphosyntactic manifestations of this process. Therefore, the forms of the numeral are discussed in relation to the syntactic structure of the quantified nominal phrase. The framework adopted here is the theory of grammaticalization, and contemporary diachronic syntax. The analysis of the old structures containing ordinal numerals allows us to formulate observations related to: the inflectional features of the ordinal numerals and their combination with articles, the grammaticalization degree of the formative ad, the origin of the enclitic formatives –l(u)/–le/–lea, –a, and the ordering of these formatives.

1. Introduction

The structure of the quantified nominal phrases showed a high degree of formal variation in the old stage of Romanian, in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, up until around 1780, according to the largely accepted periodization in the Romanian literature (for the periodization proposed by Ion Gheție, see ILRL, p. 52–53; ELR, s.v. vechie, limbă ~). The texts from that period attest nominal (especially substantival) constructions with different types of elements having a quantificational meaning and function: numerals, the pronominal quantifier toţi ‘all’ (universal quantifier), pronominal quantifiers with a universal distributive quantificational value (fiecare ‘each, every’, fie ‘each, every’, etc.), indefinite quantifiers (atită ‘so many’, ciiva ‘a few’, mulţi ‘many’, puţini ‘few’, unii ‘some’, etc.), negative quantifiers (nici un ‘no’), nouns (such as mulţime ‘lot’, seamă ‘lot’ – o seamă de... ‘a lot of’), etc.
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In this paper, we will not review the observations made in the literature cited above and we will not discuss in its entirety the behaviour of quantifiers in old Romanian. These data and linguistic phenomena are well known.

What we aim to analyse in this paper is the way in which the old texts reflect the language dynamics across the period under study, the insights offered by the old texts with respect to the existence of certain tendencies in that period, and the data relevant from a diachronic perspective.

Of the aspects of the dynamics of the old language, here we will refer only to the tendency of compound ordinal numerals towards internal fusion. This tendency, which characterized the morphological make-up process, manifested itself not only morphologically, but also syntactically.

We will adopt the hypothesis that ordinal numerals are quantifiers (in the nominal phrase), given that, by expressing order in counting, they entail the existence of a plurality: the nominal phrase including a noun and an ordinal numeral is associated with the presupposition of the existence of a class (of individuals) to which the referent of the noun belongs (al doilea copil ‘the second child [among two or more children]’; presupposition: ‘there are at least two children’).

In order to reach the aim of our research, we have compared two types of old texts: biblical texts and original documents (administrative, juridical, private, etc.). The old biblical text is above all conservative, rigidly canonical (not only dogmatically, but also from a linguistic perspective). By contrast, old original documents, although written following certain patterns, represent the closest linguistic variant to the current usage of the 16th–18th c. language (inaccessible directly to linguists, given the absence of spontaneous old language attestations).

The main biblical translations used as a source for our analysis are: Vecheul Testament – Septuaginta, the version of Nicolae Spătarul Milescu (Ms. 45, BAR Cluj), recently published as a philological edition, in 2016 (mvts.1683–1686); for comparison, Biblia de la București (bb.1688, mld.1688), a translation having the same Greek source as Nicolae Milescu’s translation (Munteanu, 2016, p. LXII); Palia de la Orăștie (po.1582) and, for comparison, the 17th century copies of certain books from the Old Testament, translated in the 16th century for Palia de la Orăștie, not printed at that time but published as a modern philological edition in 2009 (dvt.1679–1699); Cartea înțelepciunii lui Isus, feciorul lui Sirab [Cimpulung Muscel, c. 1665–1672], a text edited in 2005 (clifps.1655–1672).

The original documents used as a source for the 16th century are the ones included in the dî corpus. For the 17th and 18th centuries, we have used recently published documents, less explored, or even not examined at all from a linguistic perspective: catastife.1744–1745, catastih.1732, condică.1748–1751, doc.athos, doc.dragomirna, doc.țr (vol. I–II).

2. The forms and usage of compound ordinal numerals

In old Romanian, the form and syntactic properties of the compound ordinal numerals were not fixed. From a diachronic perspective, the following aspects are relevant: the variation of the formatives –l/–le/–lea; the absence of the formatives –l/–le/–lea, –a; the ordering of these formatives; genitive-dative marking; the tendency towards the loss of the inflection; and the cel and the de constructions.

2.1. Variation and absence of the formatives –l/–le/–lea, –a

2.1.1. Densusianu (1938, p. 179) showed that, as far as the compound ordinal numerals containing al are concerned, the masculine form ending in –le, such as al doilea ‘the second’ (Psaltirea Hurmuzaki), was more frequent in the 16th century than the form ending in –lea, containing the final segment –a after
The competition between the forms with and without the final deictic particle –a is also discussed in the linguistic studies accompanying philological editions of texts (see, among many others, Mareș, 1969, p. 82; Chivu, 1993, p. 184; recently, Minuț, 2016, p. CLXI).

In a previous paper (Stan, 2016, p. 349), we have presented the results of an analysis regarding the number of occurrences of the old forms ending in –le and the new ones ending in –lea. This analysis revealed the presence of both types of forms in 16th c. translations and original documents (the documents included in the corpus Dî). The old forms are more frequent in translations, whereas the new ones prevail in the original documents. The old forms in –l ‘the eighth’ and –l ‘the fourth’ were attested in religious texts from the 16th century and from the first half of the 17th century; the form al patru is also attested in the corpus Dî.

2.1.2. An interesting fact consists in the absence of the enclitic formatives of the ordinal numerals compound with al written as numbers: for the masculine, the formative –le/lea is absent in (1a), whereas for the feminine the formative –a is not present in (1b,c). In the context of the demonstrative cel, the numerals have enclitic formatives: the formative –a for the feminine, written with letters (1d); the formative –l for the masculine, written with numbers (1e).

(1) a. al 2 tîlcu
   AL.M.SG 2 interpretation
   ‘the 2nd interpretation’
   (DVT.1679–1699, tîlc ‘interpretation’ at Daniil, 2, f. 288);

b. a 5 manorchie [...] a 4 mai bună putere
   AL.F.SG 5 monarchy AL.F.SG 4 more good power
   ‘the 5th monarchy [...] the 4th better power’
   (DVT.1679–1699, tîlc ‘interpretation’ at Daniil, 2, f. 288);

c. a 4 jivină
   AL.F.SG 4 beast
   ‘the 4th beast’
   (DVT.1679–1699, Daniil, 7, 7, f. 299);

d. cea a patra jivină
   CEL.F.SG AL.F.SG four.A beast
   ‘the fourth beast’
   (DVT.1679–1699, Daniil, 7, 23, f. 300);

c. cel al 4-l
   CEL.M.SG AL.M.SG 4=DEF.M.SG
   ‘the 4th’

The presence of the enclitic formative –l of ordinal numerals in the constructions with the [+ definite, + deictic] determiner cel becomes significant if we accept that –l, in the structure of old ordinal numerals, is etymologically related to the definite article –l (for the etymological relation between the enclitic formative –le, –le in the structure of the masculine ordinal numeral and the definite article, see ILR (II, p. 237–238); Rosetti (1986, p. 373). With the feminine forms, a patră ‘the fourth’ (1d), the deictic enclitic element –a corresponds not only to the formative –l or –le, but also to the deictic particle –a in the masculine forms. The co-occurrence of cel and the enclitic formative –l in (1e) can be thus explained through their common features. We cannot ascertain whether for the speakers of old Romanian –l expresses definiteness in the numerals al optul ‘the eighth’, al patrul ‘the fourth’; any semantic interpretation of these facts
cannot be documented and therefore it would be speculative and exaggerated. However, the structures
*al optul, al patrut* are very similar to the masculine nouns articulated with the definite article –*l*. For that
reason, we cannot exclude the analogy with the definite article. The compound ordinal numerals with *al*
are intrinsically definite, because *al* etymologically incorporates the definite article (for the etymological
explanation, see DELR, s.v. *al* and the references therein). *Cel* also etymologically incorporates the definite
article (DELR, s.v. *cel* and the references therein). Thus, the selection of the enclitic formative of the
ordinal numeral in the structures with the [+ definite, + deictic] determiner *cel* most probably had an
etymological basis.

An aspect relevant for the distribution of the enclitic feminine formative –*a* appears in Nicolae Mile-
scu’s *MVTS.1683–1686*. Minuț (2016, p. CLXI) has shown that the feminine ordinal numerals derived
from 11–19 are used (written with letters) with or without the final particle –*a*. The examples quoted
by this author and other examples from Milescu’s text suggest that the variation was, to a certain extent,
conditioned by syntactic structure. One may notice a preference for the forms ending in –*a* before a fem-
inine noun without a definite article (2a,b); in contrast, –*a* could not be expressed after a feminine noun
bearing the enclitic definite article –*a* (2c,d). The distribution of the forms is not consistent, however (2e).
The distribution of the enclitic formative –*a* in (2a–d) is similar to the distribution of the enclitic article
in the patterns of the nominal phrase which survived in modern Romanian: the definite articles always
attaches to the first constituent of the nominal phrase, that is to the noun or to the prenominal adjective:
*luna următoare* (month.DEF.SG next ‘the next month’), *următoarea lună* (next.DEF.SG month ‘the next
month’). In the same way, the deictic particle –*a* attaches to the preposed ordinal numeral (2a,b) but is
absent from the structure of the numeral after a noun bearing the enclitic definite article –*a* (2c,d).

(2) a. in *doaospărăzitea lună*
   in twelve.F.SG.Å month
   ‘in the twelfth month’
   (*MVTS.1683–1686, Est, 9, 1, p. 420);
b. in *a treisprăzitea *a al* doaospărăzitea lună*
   in AL.F.SG thirteen.Å of AL.M.SG twelve.F.SG.Å month
   ‘in the thirteenth of the twelfth month’
   (*MVTS.1683–1686, 2Mac, 15, 37, p. 881);
c. in *dzu a doaospărăzite*
   in day.DEF.SG AL.F.SG twelve.F.SG
   ‘in the twelfth day’
   (*MVTS.1683–1686, Num, 7, 78, p. 125);
d. intru *luna a doaospărăzite*
   in month.DEF.SG AL.F.SG twelve.F.SG
   ‘in the twelfth month’
   (*MVTS.1683–1686, lez, 32, 1, p. 653);
e. in *a patrusprăzitea dzi*
   in AL.F.SG fourteen day
   ‘in the fourteenth day’
   (*MVTS.1683–1686, lêş, 18, p. 62).

In (2a), the ordinal numeral marker *a(l)* is missing. In (2e), the final segment –*a*, placed before the noun
without a definite article, is missing.

Other decimal feminine numerals are also attested without the final –*a*, before the noun without a
definite article:

(3) intru *a cincidzeci sârbătoare*
   in AL.F.SG fifty holiday
‘in the fiftieth holiday’
(MVTS.1683–1686, Toevit, 2, 2, p. 728).

Moreover, the formative –lea could be left out when the numeral was written in letters:

(4) anul (18) al optspărăzete
year.DEF.M.SG AL.M.SG eighteen
‘the eighteenth year’
(MVTS.1683–1686, Ier, 32, 1, p. 600).

In DVT.1679–1699, the numerals written in numbers, without the final formative, are attested not only in the translation of the biblical text (1c), but also in the parts containing the ‘interpretation’ (1a,b).

The absence of the final formatives of the ordinal numerals written with numbers can be also noticed in the unpublished books of the Palia (DVT.1679–1699), but also in its published parts (PO.1582). This fact was thrown into light by Vieru (2014, p. 71), in relation to Palia; the author has shown that when ordinal numerals are written with numbers, the formatives –le/-lea are not written (5).

(5) a. născu lui Iacov al 6 ficior
give birth.PS.3SG LUI.DAT Iacov AL.M.SG 6 son
‘she gave birth to Jacob’s 6th son’
(PO.1582, Bit, 30, 19, p. 101);

b. in $al\ 13$ ani [...] in $al\ 14$ an
in AL.M.SG 13 years in AL.M.SG 14 year
‘in the thirteenth year [...] in the fourteenth year’
(PO.1582, Bit, 14, 4–5, p. 48).

In DVT.1679–1699, the final formative –l is expressed after the numeral written with numbers (1c).

The absence of the final formatives of the compound ordinal numerals with al in the books of Palia (PO.1582, DVT.1679–1699) is not just a simplification of the writing with numbers. This type of notation always contains the formative al, whereas the enclitic formative is generally absent. We believe that this fact indicates a difference between the formatives with respect to their degree of fusion, in the numerical writing: the text reflects a stage of the language in which al and the base of the compound (the cardinal numeral incorporated as the root of the ordinal numeral and written with numbers) were more highly fused than the enclitic formatives and the base. Al already functioned as a marker of the ordinal numeral (viz. the cardinal numeral), and therefore it could not be omitted when the numerical writing was used. Al was an entirely grammaticalized functional element, specialized as a marker of the ordinal numeral. It might be the case that, in certain situations, the enclitic formatives and al were redundant: especially for the numerical writing in (1a,b,c), (5), in which al is variable and it encodes, by its shape (al, masculine; a, feminine), the gender inflectional distinction of the numeral, the enclitic markers –l/-le/-lea (masculine), –a (feminine) were supplementary marking, in a redundant way, the gender distinction and therefore they could be dropped.

Structures such as al 2 (1a) are rare in the original documents (6) and have not been preserved in the present-day language.

(6) a 5 fată Marie
AL.F.SG 5 daughter Marie
‘the 5th daughter, Marie’
(Dî, Maramureș, p. 205).

The presence of al in the numerical notation used in the biblical style (a highly conservative register) in the 16th century indirectly suggests that the grammaticalization of al in the structure of the ordinal numeral was accomplished in an older period.

The 16th century texts only present formal variation related to the enclitic formatives.
2.2. The ordering of the formatives

Densusianu (1938, p. 180) registered, in the 16th century translations, feminine forms of the ordinal numeral such as a doaoaspârâdece (AL.F.SG two.F.SG-A-upon-ten ’the twelfth’; Psaltirea Voronețeană), with the formative –a attached not enclitically, at the end of the compound [(2a): doaoaspârâdece – two.F.SG-upon-ten-A], but after its first component (doo – two.F.SG).

This type of forms also appears in later texts. The presence of these structures in biblical texts has been more recently discussed by Popa (2007, p. 66), with respect to the Book of the Apostles from Noul Testament de la Bălgrad, 1648 (for example, a patruaspâréase – AL.F.SG four-A-upon-ten ’the fourteenth’), in comparison to Biblia de la București, 1688 (a patruspâréase – AL.F.SG four-upon-ten ’the fourteenth’, without final –a).

The structure in (7a) attests a complex situation, in which the position of the formative –lea influences the syntactic properties of the numeral.

(7) a. acesta al patruzecilea și cinci de ani
this AL.M.SG forty.LEA and five of years
(lit.) ’this 40th and five of years’ (i.e. ’this forty-fifth year’)
(BB.1688, Iisus Navi, 14, 10, p. 163);

b. acesta [OrdP [OrdP al patruzecilea] [CardP și cinci [de ani]]]
this [OrdP [OrdP AL.M.SG forty.LEA] [CardP and five of years]].

In the structure of the ordinal numeral derived from patruzeci și cinci (lit. ’forty and five’, i.e. ’forty-five’), the masculine formative –lea attaches to the first constituent. The form al patruzecilea (AL.M.SG forty.LEA ’the fortieth’) has the structure of an ordinal numeral. The sequence și cinci (’and five’) correspond to the final part of the cardinal numeral patruzeci și cinci (lit. ’forty and five’). The sequence și cinci associates the syntactic properties of a cardinal numeral to the construction al patruzecilea și cinci (lit. ’the fortieth and five’). This is what accounts the fact that the quantified noun ani ’years’ is linked by means of the preposition de ’of’. The ordinal numeral al patruzecilea și cinci (’the fortieth and five’) has an anacoluthon-like internal structure, represented in (7b). The second anacoluthon is represented by the lack of number agreement in the nominal phrase: the demonstrative determiner acesta ‘this’ and the ordinal numeral al patruzecilea ‘the fortieth’ are singulars, whereas the noun ani ’years’ has a plural form (required by the cardinal numeral patruzeci și cinci ’forty and five’, the base of the anacoluthon-like ordinal numeral al patruzecilea și cinci ’the fortieth and five’).

In (8), the position of the formative –lea is similar to the one in (7a):

(8) anul al doaodzecișe de ai
year.DEF.M.SG AL.M.SG twenty.LEA and four
(lit.) ’the year the twentieth and four’ (i.e. ’the twenty-fourth year’)
(MVTS.1683–1686, 3Reg, 15, 8, p. 302).

In (9), the formative –lea attaches to the first constituent, in an inverted anacoluthon-like structure, whereas the noun ai ’years’ is linked by means of the preposition de ’of’:

(9) întru al șaptelea și doadzeci de ai
in AL.M.SG seven.LEA and twenty of years
(lit.) ’in the seventh and twenty of years’ (i.e. ’in the twenty-seventh year’)
(MVTS.1683–1686, Iez, 29, 17, p. 651).

1 When representing the syntactic structure (7b), we have used the formal conventions of the generative grammar: we delimited the syntactic phrases using brackets; the symbol CardP refers to the cardinal phrase, whereas the symbol OrdP refers to the ordinal phrase.
The compound-internal position of the formatives –lea, –a, specific to ordinal numerals, suggests a lower degree of fusion of the numeral. The enclitic formatives –lea, –a suggest a higher degree of internal fusion, they are regularly found in the original documents since the 16th century (al doozeci lea – al.m.sg twenty.lea ‘the twentieth’; dî.1599, p. 115), and they have been preserved in the modern language.

2.3. Inflection: genitive-dative case marking; tendency towards the loss of inflection

2.3.1. In the nominal phrase including an ordinal numeral, the genitive-dative case could be encoded just once, in the structure of the noun (10a), or could be redundant, the enclitic morphemes being attached to the noun and to the preposed numeral (10b); Vieru (2014, p. 72) has recently discussed the structures from Palia de la Orăștie:

(10) a. în dî densii al zeace luniei
   ‘in the first day of the tenth month’
   (po.1582, Bit, 8, 5, p. 32);

   b. al șeptei luniei
   ‘of the seventh month’
   (po.1582, Bit, 8, 4, p. 32).

The case of the numeral is encoded, in (10b), by the genitive-dative form of the enclitic article.

The pattern which has been preserved is the one in which the case of the ordinal numeral is encoded in the form of the preposed determiner cel:

(11) celui al patrulea
    ‘of/to the fourth’
    (cîifs.1655–1672, Isus Sirah, 26, 5, f. 326v).

The structures with cel were specific, in the old language as in the present-day language, to the formal, elaborate register. They are not specific to the administrative documents included in the corpora catastife.1744–1745, catastih.1732, condică.1748–1751, doc.athos, doc.dragomirna, doc.țr (vol. I–II).

2.3.2. The structures with an unmarked nominal phrase in the genitive-dative in translations are due to the Greek influence. The relevant examples are found in Nicolae Mîlescu’s translations (Minuț, 2016, p. CLXII), not only from biblical texts (13), but also from other translations of his (14):
(13) numele al doilea riu
name.DEF AL.M.SG TEC.LEA river
‘the name of the second river’
(MVTS.1683–1686, Fac, 2, 13, p. 3; modern Romanian \textit{celui de al doilea riu});

(14) svîrșitul al doile cuvînt
end.DEF AL.M.SG TEC.LEA oration
‘the end of the second oration’
(ICP 1700, f. 141'; modern Romanian \textit{celei de a doua orații}).

However, the pattern is not attested in translations belonging to other registers such as \textit{Epistolă și panegiric greco-român adresate lui Constantin Brîncoveanu} (Ms. BAR 766), a text recently published in a modern philological edition (\textit{EP.1692–1697}).

2.3.3. The old plural forms of the numeral ordinal, \textit{ai treii} (AL.M.PL three.PL; Densusianu, 1938, p. 179), with number encoded in the form of the functional element \textit{al} and in the form of the enclitic article attached to the numeral, have not been preserved. The loss of inflectional number distinctions and the lexicalization of the ordinal numeral as an invariable singular form are correlated with an increasingly tighter formal unity.

2.4. The construction with \textit{cel} and \textit{de}
The ordinal numeral \textit{întîi} ‘first’ from the structures with \textit{cel} used to be employed in the compound \textit{dintîii}, which contains the preposition \textit{de} (Densusianu, 1938, p. 179):

(15) cea dintii
CEL.F.SG FIRST.F.SG \‘the first’
(DVT.1679–1699, Daniil, 7, 4, f. 299').

As for the ordinal numerals containing \textit{al}, the structures with \textit{de} (which were preserved in the language): \textit{cel de al doilea} (CEL.M.SG DE AL.M.SG TEC.LEA ‘the second’) and the ones without \textit{de} (11), (16) were in variation during the entire old period.

(16) a. cel al triilea
CEL.M.SG AL.M.SG TEC.LEA \‘the third’
(MVTS.1683–1686, Iosip, 10, 1, p. 900);

b. cel al treilea
CEL.M.SG AL.M.SG TEC.LEA \‘the third’
(MLD.1688, Iosip, 10, 1, p. 54).

The structures with \textit{de} were less fused in the old language than they are in the present-day language, a fact supported by their alternation with the structures without \textit{de}, namely by the possibility to choose between the two constructions. In the present-day language, the structure with \textit{de} has a certain formal unity, \textit{de} being obligatorily inserted in the presence of \textit{cel}. However, the preposition \textit{de} is not fused with the numeral, in contrast to the compound \textit{dintîii} ‘first’.
3. Conclusions

Our analysis revealed some aspects related to the tendency toward internal fusion of the ordinal numerals in old Romanian.

Our research is based on data extracted from certain biblical translations and from original documents. The biblical texts under analysis (from the 16th and the 17th centuries) attest old forms and structures, which were probably anachronistic in that period and do not appear in documents, texts closer to the current linguistic usage. Thus, the original documents represented the reference point of our analysis. The comparison between the conservative biblical language and the language of the documents lead us to notice certain changes in the grammatical behaviour of ordinal numerals.

The sources analysed offer interesting hints for revisiting certain issues such as: the stage of grammaticalization of the marker al at the beginning of the old period or the origin of the enclitic formatives -l(u)/-le/-lea, -a from the structure of the ordinal numeral.

Our analysis has also led to some detailed observations related to the position of the formatives, to the inflection of the ordinal numeral and to its compatibility with the article in old Romanian.

In the old original documents, ordinal numerals are very rare, the numerical values being generally expressed by cardinal numerals.
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